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Where clothes
come from

I
t might still be cold and blustery in late-winter
Melbourne, but in the clothing shops, spring 
and summer arrived some time ago. And they 
did so with stunning uniformity: shops are 
fi lled with boyfriend shorts, sharp-shouldered 
blazers, grey marl tees, distressed denim, maxi

dresses and bursts of fuchsia. These looks are, in 
the modern parlance, so hot right now.

Just how they came to be that way is a 
complex story that begins in small, overseas
couture houses, moves to the major fashion 
shows on international catwalks, calls in on
Hollywood and ends up on a rack in your
favourite clothing shop. It’s about who has
fashion clout — who can make sure people on 
the other side of the world are wearing sequinned
mini-dresses or fl esh colours next season. 

The power of the fashion cycle is brilliantly
portrayed in the 2006 movie The Devil Wears 
Prada, in which despotic magazine editor 
Miranda Priestly tries to explain the evolution of 
a trend, by explaining how her assistant came to 
be wearing her “lumpy blue sweater”.

“What you don’t know is that that sweater 
is not just blue, it’s not turquoise, it’s not lapis, 
it’s actually cerulean,” Priestly, played by Meryl
Streep, explains. “You’re also blithely unaware … 
that in 2002, Oscar De La Renta did a collection
of cerulean gowns. And then … Yves St Laurent
showed cerulean military jackets … And then
cerulean quickly showed up in the collections of 

eight designers. Then it fi ltered down through
the department stores and trickled on down into 
some tragic casual corner where you, no doubt, 
fi shed it out of some clearance bin.”

Priestly’s summation of the evolution of a 
trend is pretty spot on — though it’s even more 
involved than she suggests.

But she is right to point to the international 
catwalks — particularly New York, London, Milan
and Paris — as the birthplaces of fashion trends.
The big four shows showcase the world’s most 
talented designers and most beautiful clothes. It’s
no wonder then that everyone, from the consumer
to the chain-store designer, looks overseas for 
fashion cues.

In his role as director of fashion forecasting 
company Scout, Tony Bannister advises dozens of
Australian fashion retailers, including Sportsgirl, 
David Lawrence, Sussan and Saba. He says many
of the clothes that end up on our backs, whether
we bought them at Country Road or Kmart, were 
more than likely conceived in a tiny atelier in 
France or Italy, in the form of a hurried sketch or 
a dress dummy draped in sequins.

“There are few who would argue that most 
of the fashion trends we see each season here
in Australia are derived from the international 
catwalks. Most fashion retailers would have trend
consultants, like ourselves, or people internally 
who are specifi cally employed to analyse the
international catwalks … so they can then adapt

and reinterpret the key trends to appeal to their
particular customer or demographic.”

Bannister looks far and wide to predict
fashion trends — to fi lm and music, celebrities,
the streets of New York or Stockholm, and even 
to world events, such as the global fi nancial 
crisis. But the starting point is always the 
international runways.

It is also important to remember that fashion 
is cyclical, and designs are not always original.

As InStyle editor Kerrie McCallum says:
“There’s that saying that no idea is a new idea. 
You often have international designers who 
rework old collections and take inspiration from
anything, from an old style icon to a collection
from many years ago. Everyone’s reworking 
things in their own way.”

For example, at the last round of ready-
to-wear shows in the northern hemisphere 
— the autumn/winter collections in February
and March — designers sought inspiration
from far and wide. At Balmain, Christophe 
Decarnin looked to the 1970s and 1980s and
heavily referenced the glittery disco era; at
Burberry, Christopher Bailey looked to the
arty intellectuals of the Bloomsbury group to
create a Virginia Woolf-esque aesthetic; while
Karl Lagerfeld dubbed his collection for Chanel 
“Belle Brummell” and decked his models out as
dandies, Beau Brummell-style.

But not all the looks that emerge on 

CATWALK STYLE #1

A model wears a 

sequined mini sheath 

at Balmain at Paris 

Fashion Week in 

September 2008, 

right.

GET THE LOOK

Mosaic panel dress, 

$250, from Bec & 

Bridge.

CATWALK STYLE #2

A model wears a 

sharp shouldered 

jacket and sequined 

harem pants for 

Balmain at Paris 

Fashion Week in 

March, left.

GET THE LOOK

A model wears 

Virginia lace-up 

blazer, $850, New 

Mexico pants, $690, 

and Iowa singlet, 

$190, from Ellery at 

Australian Fashion 

Week in May.CA

This spring, fuchsia is hot. So are maxi dresses, distressed denim and blazers. 
So who decides what’s in and what’s not? Rachel Wells reveals how those 
boyfriend shorts made their way around the world and into your wardrobe. 
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the international runways are copied and
reinterpreted on the high street. Of the thousands
of looks trotted out each season, only the
strongest survive. 

Amanda Goenka, co-founder of young 
women’s fashion chain Forever New says it’s
critical to be able to identify which looks are 
most likely to be the most in demand.

“We pretty much work the way most of the 
northern hemisphere retailers work, which is 
really by looking at the international catwalks 
and the haute couture collections fi rst and 
foremost. But the most important thing is trying
to identify which collections are considered the
hottest and which trends have the most buzz.”

She says magazine and newspaper 
commentary, and more than ever, online websites
such as Women’s Wear Daily and Style.com, 
which post images from the shows and critique 
them within hours, are crucial in determining 
which trends are worth re-creating.

“We read this commentary very closely and
watch who the fashion experts think were the
hottest collections and the hottest trends … and
these are the looks we are most likely to then go
out and reinterpret for our customer.”

In the past two seasons, for example, it is
Decarnin’s ’80s-inspired rock chick collections
for Balmain that have created the most buzz,
spawning copycat looks across the globe.

“We’re in the middle of this current 

phenomenon, known as Balmainia … There are
dozens of looks in stores right now that you can 
trace directly back to Balmain — like distressed
bleach denim, a lot of the studding detail, all
of the sequins and heavily embellished trophy 
jackets and, of course, the exaggerated shoulder.” 

As well as the backing of fashion editors 
and trend forecasters, it helps if a look is picked 
up by Hollywood starlets or top models, and 
starts appearing on gossip sites or in women’s 
magazines. “Celebrities are very important
because they’ll often wear things before anyone 
else and so they become a barometer of what 
trends are going to be hot,” says McCallum. 
“Celebrities defi nitely spawn crazes. People can 
get manic to get hold of a certain bag or a pair of
boots after they’ve seen a celebrity wearing them. 
So they can certainly make or break a trend
and that’s why the fashion houses like to give 
them access to pieces, because they know how
infl uential they are.”

But not all celebrities are as powerful as 
others. And like fashion trends, “it” girls (and 
guys, to a lesser extent) come and go. This 
season, for example, consumers are looking
to British model Agyness Deyn, actors Chloe
Sevigny and Sienna Miller, and newcomers
Emma Watson and Miley Cyrus for their fashion 
cues. Victoria Beckham and Paris Hilton, on the 
other hand, have lost their fashion clout.

Of course, behind every well-dressed celebrity 

is a talented stylist. And they are fast rivalling
magazine editors as the most infl uential people
in fashion in terms of championing designers and
trends. 

 Rachel Zoe is LA’s hottest stylist, with
clients including Nicole Richie, Kate Hudson and
Anne Hathaway. She told The New York Times
magazine: “Anna Wintour is one of my heroes, 
but they say I’m more infl uential. As great as it
is, Vogue won’t change a designer’s business.”

However, Goenka says fashion magazines, 
and ultimately their editors and stylists, remain
highly infl uential in terms of determining which
trends will take off.

“A consumer is more likely to believe a 
magazine or the internet as to what’s in fashion
than they believe a retailer,” she says. “So if a girl 
has seen something in a magazine and a fashion
editor has said these are the latest hot looks
— you have to have X, Y and Z — those girls will
then walk into a shopping mall looking for those
things. It’s important then that we have what 
they are looking for; that we have reinterpreted 
those looks for our customer.”

So, for anyone wanting to predict what’s 
going to be hot in spring 2010, it will be well
worth turning your attention to the spring/
summer fashion shows that kick off in New York 
next month. Because of the thousands of looks 
on show, you can bet at least some will end up in
your wardrobe next year. M

Agyness Deyn wears a blazer, mini dress 

and gladiator heels in London in June, 

right. 

GET THE LOOK Manning Cartell dress, 

$479, from Cactus Jam; Boyfriend blazer, 

$129.95, from Bardot; Sheena sandal, 

$149.95, from Tony Bianco.

CELEBRITY STYLE #2

Sienna Miller wears a boho fl oral dress 

and ankle boots during a press conference 

in Sydney to promote the movie G.I. Joe: 

The Rise of Cobra, left.

GET THE LOOK DAY Birger et Mikkelsen 

dress $350; Miss Palms suede bootie, 

$299, from Peeptoe.

CELEBRITY STYLE #1

WHOSE IDEA WAS THAT?
How some of this season’s hottest 
trends got a helping hand from 
some of the world’s hottest stars.
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STOCKISTS

Bardot 9420 7900
Bec & Bridge (02) 93104230

DAY Birger et Mikkelsen: Inquiries to 
Marie Claude Mallat (02) 9211 2644

Ellery elleryland.com
Peeptoe www.peeptoeshoes.com.au

Tony Bianco tonybianco.com.au 
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